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Formalizing a
non-representational role
for lawyers in dispute
resolution: ADR highlights

James R. Coben, J.D.

from the final report of
the American Bar Association
Ethics 2000 Commission
By James R. Coben, J.D.
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November 27,2000, the American
Bar Association CABA) Ethics 2000 Com
mission released its final report of pro
posed revisions to the ABA's Model Rules
of Professional Conduct. The Model
Rules, initially approved by the ABA in
1983, have been adopted in some form
by 41 states and the District of Colum
bia. Ifthe proposed revisions are adopted
by the ABA House of Delegates when
considered in August 2001, then the
Model Rules will, for the first time, for
mally recognize a non-representational
role for lawyers in dispute resolution.
The proposed revised Model Rules and
accompanying official comments also
provide needed guidance regarding a

number of significant aspects of ADR
practice, including:
•
•
•

conflicts of interest;
unauthorized practice of law;
barriers to pro bono participation in
non-profit or court-annexed ADR
programs;
• the lawyer's obligation to advise cli
ents about ADR as an alternative to
litigation; and
• the lawyer's duty of candor when
representing clients in ADR pro
ceedings.
The multiple references to ADR in
the Ethics Commission's final report
is formal recognition that alternative
dispute resolution has become a sub-
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Recognizing that the
role of third-party
neutral is not
unique to lavvyers,
the official rule
commentary em
phasizes that other,
more stringent,
codes of ethics also
may govern a
neutral's work.

Lawyer serving as
their unique role.
third-party neu
tral. Proposed new
Informed consent
Model Rule 2.4 spe
required for subse
cifically recognizes
quent representation. Proposed revised
lavvyers' work as third-party neutrals and
Model Rule 1.12 (Former Judge, Arbitrator,
acknowledges that lavvyers, in contrast to
Mediator or Other Third-Party Neutral)
other professionals, may have special ethi
would expand to mediators and other third
cal problems when working in their neu
tral capacity. The rule both defines the
party neutrals the current Model Rule pro
hibition against judges and arbitrators rep
work of a third-party neutral and, to pro
resenting clients in any matter in which the
tect consumers, mandates disclosures by
lawyer third-party neutrals describing
judge or arbitrator participated personally
their unique role.
and substantially.

Under the new proposed Model Rule, Ita
lawyer serves as a third-party neutral
when the lawyer assists two or more per
sons who are not clients of the lawyer to
reach a resolution of a dispute or other
matter that has arisen between them."2
A lavvyer who serves as a third-party neu
tral "shall inform unrepresented parties
that the lawyer is not representing
them. 113 Additionally, "[w]hen the law
yer knows or reasonably should know
that a party does not understand the
lawyer's role in the matter, the lawyer
shall explain the difference between the
lawyer's role as a third-party neutral and

According to the proposed rule, a law
yer shall not represent anyone in con
nection with a matter in which the lawparticipated personally and substan
tially as ajudge or other adjudicative of
ficer or law clerk to such a person or as
an arbitrator, mediator or other
third-party neutral, unless all parties to
the proceeding give infonned consent, con
finned in writing Cemphasis added). 6
The possibility of proceeding with repre
sentation upon written informed consent
would no doubt facilitate the work of ADR
neutrals in small communities.
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[a] lawyer admitted to practice
in another jurisdiction, but not
in this jurisdiction, does not en
gage in the unauthorized prac
tice of law in this· jurisdiction
when: ... the lawyer acts with
respect to a matter that arises
(1) the disqualified lawyer
timely
out of or is oth
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The accompanying
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the provisions of
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ment specifically
this rule.?
notes that permis
sible conduct in
The proposed conflict
cludes "negotiations with private parties, as
imputation recognizes that lawyers who
well as negotiations with government of
serve as third-party neutrals, while not in
ficers or employees ... and participation in
possession ofinformation protected by law
alternative dispute resolution procedures." IO
yer-client confidentiality provisions, none
theless "typically owe the parties an obliga
Encouraging pro bono participation in
tion of confidentiality under law or codes of
ethics governing third-party neutrals. liB
non-profit and court-annexed ADR
programs. The specter of conflict of in
Limiting the threat of unauthorized
terest can be a barrier to lawyer partici
pation in non-profit and court-annexed
practice. V\Tbether and under what circum
ADR programs. Frequently, such pro
stances a lawyer doing legal work for a cli
grams are designed in ways that make it
ent in a state where the lawyer is not li
censed to practice is engaged in unautho
difficult if not impossible for lawyers to
rized practice oflaw presents an especially
systematically screen for conflicts before
providing neutral services. Proposed new
tricky multi-jurisdictional practice problem
for lawyers participating in ADR processes.
Model Rule 6.5 (Nonprofit and
While a systematic revision of multi-juris
Court-annexed Limited Legal Service Pro
dictional practice rules is the subject of yet
grams) relaxes the conflict of interest and
another ABA Commission, the Ethics 2000
imputation rules where lawyers provide
Commission's proposed Model Rule provi
pro bono short-term limited legal services
sions create a "safe harbor" for the lawyer
in non-profit and court settings.
representing clients in ADR proceedings.
Under the proposed new Model Rule, tra
Specifically, proposed revised Model Rule 5.5
ditional conflict of interest limitations ap
(Unauthorized Practice ofLaw) provides that
ply "only if the lawyer knows that the repThe proposed revised Model Rule also
would prohibit associates of a disqualified
lawyer third-party neutral from know
ingly undertaking or continuing represen
tation in a matter unless:
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resentation of the client involves a conflict
ofinterest."ll Likewise, a lawyer third-party
neutral's finn would be subject to conflicts
imputation "only if the lawyer knows that
another laV\ryer associated with the lawyer
in a law firm is disqualified [under standard
conflict of interest rules] ... with respect to
the matter.1I12 If adopted, this proposed
Model Rule would significantly eliminate
disincentives for individual lawyers (and
their firms) to participate in pro bono neu
tral work.

Finally, an official comment to the new Pro
posed Model Rule 2.4 (Lawyer Serving as
Third-Party Neutral) states that "U]awyers
who represent clients in alternative dispute
resolution processes are governed by the
Rules of Professional Conduct." ls The same
comment goes on to stress that i/[w]hen the
dispute-resolution process takes place before
a tribunal, as in binding arbitration ... the
lawyer's duty of candor is governed by Rule
3.3 [Candor Thward the Thbunal]. Otherwise,
the lawyer's duty of candor toward both the
third-party neutral and other parties is gov
erned by Rule 4.1 [Truthfulness in State
ments to Others]./l16

The ADR advocate's ethical responsi
bilities. While the proposed Model Rule
revisions do not create any new affirma
The significance of this proposed distinc
tive obligation to discuss ADR with clients,
tion in duty of candor based on ADR pro
a proposed revised comment to Model Rule
cess is likely fodder
2.1 (Advisor) states
for
a future column.
that the rules govern- __- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
ing communication
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the client of forms of
what lawyers do
mental part of what
dispute resolution
would be a welcome
that might constitute
change in the Model
lawyers do would be
reasonable alterna
Rules. And while the
tives to litigation.11!3
revisions, if adopted,
a welcome change in
As noted in the
will not by them
the
Model
Rules.
Reporter's Explana
selves resolve the
tion of changes, this
host ofethical dilem
addition recognizes
mas facing lawyer
lithe increasingly imthird-party neutrals,
portant role being played by alternative dis
the proposals are at least a needed starting
pute resolution in litigation. "14
pointY
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Proposed Revised Preamble: A Lawyer's
Responsibilities, paragraph 3.
Proposed New Model Rule
Proposed New Model Rule 24(b)
Id.
Proposed New Model Rule 2.4, comme.~t
paragraph 3.
Proposed Revised Model Rule 1. 121al
Proposed Revised Model Rule 1. 12Ic).
Proposed Revised Model Rule 1.12, com
ment poragraph 3.

Proposed Revised Model Rule
55(b)(2i1iij
:0 Proposed ReVised Model Rule 5.5, com
ment paragraph 5.
'1
Proposed New Model Rule
:2 Proposed New Model Rule
Proposed Revised Model Rule 2 1, com
ment paragraph 5.
14
Reporter's Expianatio1 of
15
Proposed New Model Rule 2.4, comment
paragraph 5.
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To dawrload a copy of the Ethics 2000
Corr'11ission Report, access the ABA
website at www.abanetorg/cpr/
e2k-reporUlOmehlml. Printed cODies af
the Commission Report are available at
cost
To arder, cell the ABA Ser
vice Center at 800-285-2221 and ask for
PC #5610159.
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